




;causes serious damage with their unyielding speeds. Some Cars also ignore current signs and 
!overtake at speed in the middle of the village.
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ir
ID rivers coming from Kirkpatrick Durham into Springholm, frequently do so over the speed limit. 
iThey are not at 30mph or less on entering. 
i 
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:The speed reduction measures at the minute are a waste of time, money and effort. We live about 
i10oyds from the traffic lights at the west side of the village and everyday we see drivers jumping the 
ired light, if a driver does stop a lot of the time the car behind them overtake and jump the red light 
[because there is no consequence for their actions. Also its really annoying that since the lights have 
[been put in we've had to put up with lorry drivers thinking they're fighting the cause by blasting 
;their horn at any hour of the morning, all that does is annoy the residents and make them dislike the 
[lights even more. The measures as the moment are pointless, the drivers that go through the lights 
!need to be penalised and at the moment that's not happening.
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 some drivers do tend to hit the 
accelerator and drive like idiots once they have passed through this set, especially if they have been 
!stopped. There is a lot of negativity about the lights but a lot of that comes from people out with
iSpringholm or villagers who don't actually live on the main road. I travel this road most days and I 
[rarely witness anyone jumping the lights. 
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:r

There needs to be another sign flashing up with drivers speed after the lights at the Castle Douglas 
lside of the village on approaching the shop and the same coming in from the Dumfries side towards 
!the shop.
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fYes, build a by-pass ! ! !, you can now drive from Dover to Cairnryan and the only two place's of any 
ikind you drive through are Crocketford and Springholm, everywhere else has been by-passed year's 
'ago. 
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Springholm Survey 

Do you feel that the current traffic management measures should 
be retained in Spnngholm? 
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Do you have any suggestions or comments regarding speed reduction measures in 
Springholm, including points of detail about specific locations within the village? 
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